In the Shangzhai dialect of Horpa, an under-studied Tibeto-Burman language of northwestern Sichuan, pervasive phonological alternations occur in the morphological causative formation. This paper applies the study of this phenomenon to the analysis of the historical development of alternative modes of encoding causativity in Horpa and two related rGyalrongic languages: rGyalrong (proper) and Lavrung. Despite bewildering surface variations, Shangzhai Horpa can be analyzed as having a single consistently non-syllabic causative prefix swhich exerts pressure on the already elaborate onset system and triggers multiple phonological adjustments. The excessive allomorphy and constraints exhaust the morphological means of causation coding, leading to the rise of the periphrastic causative construction as the primary causativizing strategy in the language. By contrast, the dominant mode of expressing causativity still rests in the realm of derivational morphology in the other rGyalrongic languages where the old causative prefix *s˙-remains syllabic.
Introduction
Shangzhai is a major dialect of Horpa, 1 an under-studied rGyalrongic language of northwestern Sichuan. Horpa, together with the closely related neighboring languages rGyalrong and Lavrung, constitute a distinct rGyalrongic subgroup in Tibeto-Burman, as I proposed earlier using evidence from shared idiosyncrasies in inflectional morphology (J. Sun 2000a; 2000b) . The Shangzhai dialect of Horpa (hereafter Shangzhai) is spoken in Shílĭ, Shàngzhài, Zōngkē, and Púxī townships along a section of the Dùkē River in southwestern Răngtáng County, Ābà Prefecture. My earlier work on this language (J. Sun 2000b), being of a primarily comparative nature, provides no more than a glimpse into its intricate phonological and morphological structures. The present paper continues to explore an area of striking complexity in Shangzhai verbal morphology, namely phonologically conditioned allomorphy associated with the morphological causative.
2
After providing a brief survey of Shangzhai causativizing processes ( §2), I proceed to examine in detail the formation of the morphological causative, a major causativization device in this language. The diverse surface causative verb forms are shown to derive from phonological interactions between the segmental causative morpheme and the initial segmental makeup of the input verb ( §3). The limitations of monoclausal, morphological causativization and its remedial syntactic alternative are then discussed ( §4- §5). The next section ( §6) provides a comparative perspective with relevant data from causative systems in two other rGyalrongic languages rGyalrong and Lavrung, 3 in which cognate syllabic prefixal causativizers still predominate to the i, , , exclusion of the analytic means of causativization. A summary of the major findings wraps up this study ( §7).
Shangzhai causative constructions
A causative construction is a valency-increasing operation that augments the basic clause by introducing an additional agent argument (i.e. a causer) into it (cf. Dixon 2000: 30) . In Shangzhai, causativization is achieved via a range of devices: lexical, morphological, as well as analytic (periphrastic) . A synopsis of the first two causativizing types, the unproductive lexical causatives and the semi-productive morphological causative construction via prefixation, will be given in this section. Shangzhai also possesses a dominant analytic causative involving the independent causative verb vz_ o 'make, do'. For expository convenience, presentation of this second mode of productive causativization will be postponed until toward the end of this paper. Following Shibatani 1976 and Payne 1997 , the term 'lexical causative' will be used here to denote cases where causative meaning is embodied holistically in the lexical form, rather than expressed via applying a productive morphological operation.
Lexical causatives
As in rGyalrongic languages generally (J. Sun 2000a: §2.3; 2000b passim), transitivity receives unusual salience in Shangzhai verbal morphology; verbs have rigid transitivity values and 'labile verbs' of the S (only intransitive argument) = P (least agentive transitive argument) type are not permitted. In the absence of lexical causatives identical in form to the non-causative ones, we are left with a small number of fossilized lexical intransitive-causative pairs, which are of either the suppletive type (e.g. saeØ © 'kill' vs. saee 'die'; ∆aeØv 'set fire to' vs. nb_ ár 'burn; to be aflame'), or a type characterized by unproductive onset voicing alternation, whereby the intransitive verb contains a voiced stop/affricate onset and the causative counterpart contains a voiceless (either plain or aspirated) one:
( With the striking formal diversity displayed by the causative forms in (2), it is not immediately apparent how the causative forms are properly derived. In fact, it is not even clear that the attested variation all stems from a single morphological operation, as some of the causative forms seem to involve a prefix (e.g. 'be dense', 'acquire'), others show an infix (e.g. 'blow', 'explode') or even further stem modification (e.g. 'close (mouth)', 'rub (to soften hide)'). Furthermore, certain verbs (e.g. saee 'die', dÔv˙ 'melt') do not even possess a well-formed morphological causative. All these phenomena require explanation.
Despite the intricate surface variations, however, it seems possible to reduce the observed allomorphy to a single underlying causativizing prefix. In what follows, I will proceed to uncover in a step-by-step fashion the phonological processes and constraints that work together to yield the observed output forms.
Phonology of the causative prefix s-
Verbs beginning with vowels should give the best clue to the underlying identity of the causative morpheme, taken here to be a prefix. Unfortunately, verbs in that phonological shape do not appear to exist. I will start instead from the following set, representing a straightforward phonological environment with simple voiceless consonantal onsets:
(3) Non-Causative Causative kaeØ 'cut; to hew' s-kaeØ 'cause to cut' ko© 'be bad; be vicious' s-ko© 'cause to be bad'
We can assume that the underlying morphological causative is a voiceless dental spirant s-, on the basis of the data in (3). We can further assume that the diverse causative allomorphs are the workings of a number of phonological processes, triggered by the phonotactic requirements of the language when the causative prefix is attached to the verb stem.
Voicing assimilation
The first phonological process to note is voicing assimilation, whereby the causative prefix s-(or the derivatives thereof, see below) becomes voiced when the input verb begins with a voiced initial:
(4) Non-Causative Causative nØ 'be burning; burn' z-nØ 'cause to burn' r_ o 'have' z-r_ o 'cause to have' j_ o© 'come to an end' z-j_ o© 'cause to come to an end' vØ © 'be idle' z-vØ © 'cause to be idle' Voicing state of the causative prefix sometimes conveys a semantic contrast in terms of direct (s-) versus indirect (z-) causation when the initial is a sonorant, e.g. snØ 'kindle' versus znØ 'cause to burn'.
Lateralization (coronal dissimilation)
A more surprising type of phonological adjustment is found when the initial consonant of the verb, like the causative prefix s-, happens to be a coronal (dental, palato-alveolar, retroflexed) spirant or affricate (i.e. stop with spirant release). This is where dissimilation of place of articulation must intervene, turning the causative prefix into a lateral spirant:
tsae˙© 'be fat' -tsae˙© 'cause to be fat' ¬ t ¬ ae t ∆aee© 'be narrow' -t∆aee© 'cause to be narrow'
Voicing assimilation applies here as well, resulting in a voiced lateral spirant Ã-:
© 'cause to be long'
Affrication
A coronal spirant onset undergoes further dissimilation into a corresponding affricate (note that voicing and aspiration of the input spirant is preserved in the output affricate):
¬-∆ae_ ur 'cause to subside' z˙© 'be tender' Ã-dz˙© 'cause to be tender' ÔØ
Cluster simplification
Shangzhai phonology is remarkably partial to bulky syllable onsets. A good many core vocabulary items in the language contain three-member cluster initials, as in:
Verbs are prone to even greater segmental complexity. Verbs, enriched by derivational morphology, may display onset clusters containing up to four consonants. This is exemplified by the following verbs, which carry the 'spontaneous' prefix n-or the detransitivizing prefix ≈-/Ù-:
The spontaneous marker n-denotes self-generated events occurring without external cause. The prefix probably goes back to a Proto-Tibeto-Burman intransitivizing/stativizing prefix *N- (Matisoff 1976 , footnote 6). It cannot coexist with the causative prefix s-, as they are semantically contradictory. Thus, for instance, the causative form of n©bjo 'fly (by itself)' is ©zbjo 'cause to fly', from underlying s©bjo. On the other hand, verbs carrying the resultative detransitivizer ≈-± Ù-are completely compatible with causative morphology. The data in (10) However, a fifth slot in the syllable onset would be intolerable even for Shangzhai. In fact, many types of consonant clusters are abhorred by Shangzhai phonotactics, and excessive or disfavored complex initials produced by derivational morphology are pruned away through phonological reduction. Specifically, if the cluster onset of the input verb stem contains a stop (including a nasal stop) or an affricate, any intervening consonant between the causative prefix and the stop/affricate after causative prefixation must be elided:
The discerning reader will notice that (14) apparently violate Affrication ( §3.3), in that the onset spirants in these causative forms fail to dissimilate into affricates. It turns out that here Affrication is thwarted by a stop (including nasal and affricated stops) following the onset spirant. This observation receives confirmation by further data (15), where the onset spirant occurring before other consonant types duly undergoes Affrication:
Ã-dzj˙vj_ i 'cause to exchange'
M-Spirantization
This process refers to the mutation of a stem-initial bilabial nasal into a corresponding spirant f/v 8 when sandwiched between the causative prefix and a 6 For verbs with a cluster onset composed of a dental spirant and a coronal stop/affricate, see §4. 7 By repeatedly scooping it up from a container and pouring it back in. 8 Voicing is determined by the following obstruent consonant. The bilabial nasal m-does not turn into bilabial spirants, since these sound types do not exist in the language.
following obstruent. Notably, denasalization and spirantization in this case will create a non-coronal spirant at the morpheme boundary, with which the causative prefix smust metathesize in accordance with the metathesis rule introduced above. Thus, from underlying {s-} 'causative' + {mqaej_ o} 'congeal' an intermediate form *s-fqaej_ o is produced which, after obligatory metathesis, comes out as the correct surface form with an apparently infixed causative morpheme f-s-qaej_ o 'cause to congeal'. This brings up the issue of how the foregoing processes interact, to which we now turn.
Process interaction
To accurately derive the attested causative forms, some of the foregoing phonological processes have to be applied in a linear order. Above all, the mechanisms that elide, shift segments around, or alter their obstruency need to be ordered with respect to each other.
Since Metathesis in effect embeds the causativizing s-inside the onset complex of the input verb, it naturally feeds (i.e. increases input forms for) processes dealing with the interactions between prefixal s-and the contiguous part of the onset. For example, in the derivation of causative Ùzd_ á 'cause to be thick (as of books)' from underlying s-Ùld_ á, it is the prior application of metathesis that brings the s-in direct contact with an otherwise inaccessible cluster -ld-, causing it to undergo simplification. The following derivation demonstrates: 
Likewise, Metathesis feeds Affrication and Lateralization, as shown in the following derivations of vÃdÔØr 'cause to shave' (< vÔØr 'shave'), vÃdzj_ Ør 'cause to mix' (< vzj_ Ør 'mix'), and vÃdzl_ á 'cause to learn' (< vzl_ á 'learn'): 
*zÔ˙©
On the other hand, Lateralization (coronal dissimilation) and Affrication (coronal spirancy dissimilation), which conspire to rid Shangzhai phonology of sequences of certain coronal obstruents, stand in a non-affecting relation since, applied in either sequence, they would produce the same results. Another process whose ordering in the derivational history is immaterial is Voicing Assimilation, which can be applied earlier or later without affecting the final output.
Upon inspection, the remaining M-Spirantization process turns out to interact with Metathesis in a feeding relation, as the denasalization and spirantization of mincreases the number of spirant-initial verb forms to which Metathesis can then apply.
Consider the following sample derivations involving the causativized verbs vz¯_ 'cause to know by learned skill' (< m¯_ 'know by learned skill'), f¬t®ae_ 'cause to be diligent' (< mt®ae_ 'be diligent'), and vzdÔur 'cause to be hungry' (< mdÔur 'be hungry'):
To sum up, we have established a sequential order for the application of the following processes:
M-Spirantization > Metathesis > Cluster Simplification > Lateralization A f f r i c a t i o n
The interaction of all the rule pairs above belong notably to the intrinsic feeding type. In other words, rule order is inherent to the structural content of the rules themselves, and will obtain as long as the rules are allowed to apply in an unimpeded way.
Constraining the causativizer s-
Despite being a productive way of expressing causation, the Shangzhai causative formation with the prefix s-is subject to several constraints.
First, the existence of an independent lexical causative precludes the expression of causative meaning via the morphological derivation by s-prefixation. Hence, the s- Whereas the aforementioned constraint follows from general principles such as Elsewhere Condition (Kiparsky 1973) and blocking (Aronoff 1976: §3.2.3) 9 that should have universal validity, the Shangzhai morphological causative construction is also subject to functional limitations owing to the phonological shape of the causative morpheme itself.
In a language that already permits lexemes containing three-member or even four-member complex initials, prefixation of another consonantal causativizer sstretches the limit of the Shangzhai onset canon. The drastic phonological adjustments that are triggered will inevitably disrupt underlying lexical structure, resulting very often in homophony. A case in point is the form stae˙©, which is the morphological causative of both ltae˙© 'be straight' and rtae˙© 'be clogged', as well as an independent verb root meaning 'soak'.
Another undesirable consequence is the generation of gaps when potential outputs of causative derivation are disfavored by the phonology either because they contain too many consonants (e.g. the five-member onset cluster in the ill-formed causative *ÙvÃdzj_ Ør, from Ùvzj_ Ør 'become mixed'), or because they violate an idiosyncratic phonotactic constraint. The latter situation refers to verbs beginning with a dental spirant (s/z) preceding a coronal stop, e.g. zd_ á 'remember' and staeØ © 'dig (sth) out'; such verbs somehow seem ineligible to undergo morphological causativization by s-. When I tried to elicit their causative forms, my consultant usually gave a form completely identical to the non-causative verb. When causative forms fabricated in accordance with the known phonological rules were suggested, e.g. Ãzd_ á for zd_ á 'remember', my consultant admitted that they sounded probable but wondered if people would ever say them.
All these language-specific problems seem to dampen the reliability of the morphological causativizing strategy, and the need for clarity of expression often leaves one with no alternative but to resort to bi-clausal causativization, to which we now turn.
The analytic causative construction
In frequent use in Shangzhai is an analytic causative construction composed of a causative verb vz_ o 'make, to do' in the matrix clause, and an embedded effect clause carrying a special causative complementizer -ld_ o. The sentences in (26) Lhamu-ERG child-DAT medicine eat-COMP PFV-make 2 'Lhamu made the child take the medicine.'
Nominal case marking in Shangzhai adheres to an ergative pattern. Thus, the most agentive transitive argument (A) takes the ergative -©˙, the semantic recipient takes the dative -d_ o, while absolutives (intransitive subjects and transitive objects) are unmarked. As shown in (27) above, the transitive causee in the subordinate effect clause must undergo demotion to a dative-marked oblique. ¬ámu-©˙ ∆aji-‰ aemen sá-Ùen n dÔ˙g-n˙ re
Lhamu-ERG child-DAT medicine eat-COMP make-DECL 'Lhamu made the child eat the medicine.' This suggests that the Shangzhai analytic causative may be a contact-induced innovation.
languages that manifest such a causativizing formation (Comrie 1985: 332) , the Shangzhai analytic causative is completely productive.
rGyalrongic comparisons
Causativization by productive morphological means is a conspicuous trait of the rGyalrongic subgroup. In these languages, causative verb forms are derived from the verb base by adding a causative prefix s(˙)-, which probably traces back to a ProtorGyalrongic causative morpheme *s˙-. In the Caodeng dialect of rGyalrong (Gāqiūlĭ variety) and the Guānyīnqiáo dialect of Lavrung (Mù'ěrzōng variety), the causative prefix occurs with both syllabic (s˙-) and non-syllabic allomorphs (s-), exemplified in (28) (29) s˙-Ùd˙m÷ 'cause to be muddy' Allomorphy in both these cases is controlled by syllable structure. In rGyalrong, the syllabic alternant s˙-occurs with monosyllabic verb stems (28a) whereas the nonsyllabic s-occurs with polysyllabic stems (28b). In Lavrung, the relevant alternation is determined rather by stem-onset structure, with the alternants s-and s˙-occurring respectively with simplex (29a) and cluster (29b) onsets. In contrast, causative prefixation in Shangzhai is consistently non-syllabic, which strains the already overloaded onset of the input verb and frequently causes phonotactic violations and obscured lexical structure, as we have seen above. Communicative needs may have impelled the language to innovate a remedial syntactic pattern using the prevalent analytic causative formation built on the verb 'do; (33) në-kormë te-k˙-wi (së)po-a≥ ≥o÷ 2SG:POSS-hair.of.head IMPFV:UP-NMLZ-come turn.into 3 -1SG be 'I will make your (i.e. the chieftain's) hair able to grow.'
In other words, sentences (32-33) are about changes in the child's behavioral pattern (lit. being turned into someone able to take medicine) and in the nature of the chieftain's hair (lit. being turned into hair that can grow), using the verb kë-(së)pe 'turn sth/sb into sth/sb else'. Although the nominalized construction exhibited in (32-33) is currently restricted to predicating causation of more permanent resultant states in Caodeng, it appears to equip the language with suitable syntactic machinery for an alternative mode of productive causativization, just waiting to be called into service when the need arises.
Conclusions
In the foregoing discussions, the synchronic issue of phonologically conditioned allomorphy of the Shangzhai causative prefix s-is brought to bear on the historical development of alternative modes of expressing causativity in this language.
Despite bewildering surface variations, Shangzhai can be analyzed as having a single non-syllabic causative prefix s-, the addition of which saturates the already elaborate onset system, engendering multiple phonological adjustments that mold a wide range of allomorphs. The phonological rules at work often apply in a feeding order, progressively warping the fused sequences of the causative morpheme and the consonantal onset of the input verb. Homophony and constraints that ensue well nigh disqualify prefixation of the causativizer s-as a reliable means of coding causation, leading to the rise of the alternative analytic causative as the principal causative construction in the language. The suggested causal link between syllabicity of the causative prefix and the functional usurpation by the grammaticalized analytic causative receives corroboration from the fact that the dominant method of expressing causation still rests securely in the realm of derivational morphology in two related rGyalrongic languages where the Proto-rGyalrongic causative prefix *s˙-still remains, at least underlyingly, a full syllable. 
List of abbreviations
北 來 料 拉 聯 令 亂 異 不 s- 類 量 見 句 拉 留 s˙- 流 拉 句
